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Microbubble layer on the sea surface

Abstract

The cold boundary layer of the sea surface is formed when the water temperature is
higher than the air temperature and the heat flux is directed from the sea to the
atmosphere. Due to evaporation and diffusion heat transfer, water at the interface of
the sea surface and the atmosphere cools down. Convection limits the thickness of
the cold boundary layer to several millimeters. At light winds, the thickness of this
layer does not exceed 5–7 mm. No noticeable temperature gradients were observed
beyond the boundary layer. The total difference between water temperatures on the
surface and below the cold boundary layer does not exceed –1.5°C. It is known that
the dielectric properties of the upper part of the film layer adjacent to the
atmosphere differ significantly from the results obtained in laboratory
measurements. It has been found that the cause of this is existence of microbubble
air layer of tens micron thickness located under the surface tension film of the sea
surface. The volume concentration of air microbubbles depends on temperature
difference and water salinity.
It is shown that the appearance of microbubble layer is the essential result of heat
and gas exchange processes on the sea surface.
As the concentration of air microbubbles depends on amount of heat flux on sea-air
surface and it has been measured by IR-radiometry methods, one can create the
remote monitoring system of sea surface ecology and underwater heat existence.
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It has been found that the microbubble air layer located under the surface
tension film of the sea surface is a universal formation in the structure of the
cold boundary layer
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